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accept the rigorous control which their creed implies
not as an end in itself, but as a means to compassing
that state where all control will have vanished. Despite
all the ingenuity of State-theorists we never lose our
belief that government is a necessary nuisance, and,
though the day when we can dispense with it may be
infinitely distant, we cling to our faith in the day.
Spencer gave to this persistent faith a biological flavour,
and when he talked of society moving towards a com-
plete equilibrium of interests and towards a complete
individuation of its component parts, he was doing no
more than project into a scientifically visioned future
that State of Nature which the medievalists had con-
structed in a mythically visioned past. And just
because most Englishmen, despite their outward assump-
tion of rough practicality, muddling through, and busi-
ness as usual, have stored within them a sentimental
attachment to individual liberty and to Natural Rights,
Spencer was in many regards a representative thinker.
Laugh at the Victorians as we may, we must certainly
acquit them of militarism ; that monster was the child
of a political theory that came later to our shores.
What Cobden * the international man * was preaching
in the political world, what Mill had elaborated in the
highest achievements of Utilitarian philosophy, Spencer
repeated in terms of the newly developed sciences.
All emphasized the vital need of individuality in a world
where integration of social forces threatened to set up
a tyranny of institutions that would out-rival the worst
excesses of personal despotism. Those threats have
been realized, and society instead of moving towards
an ever greater individuation has been swept back by
the war to the integration of militarism. That is wby
the Spencerian philosophy, full of inconsistencies thottgh
its critics may prove it to be, has one message of

